Geography/History
opportunities
To describe events from the
Stone Age using dates.
To order key events in History
on a timeline
To compare and appraise
different aspects of life in
prehistoric Britain
To locate Lyme Regis on a
map and identify surrounding
counties
To predict then find out how
old different types of rocks are

Skills

To search for and gather information about how people lived in the Stone Age
To create a non-chronological report about life in the Stone Age
To calculate how long-ago some of these events and discoveries happened
To role play aspects of daily life in the Stone Age

The Arts

To paint in the style of Pre
historic man
To design and make my own
prehistoric art and pottery
To use prehistoric images to
inspire my printing work

Hook

Science
To discover what soil is made
from
To name, compare and sort
rocks according to their
appearance and physical
properties
To investigate the different
properties of rocks
To test to discover the hardest
rocks
To summarise and explain how
fossils are made

Trip ‘Bring Yer
Wellies’ Stone Age

Extended learning
To find out what Stone Age man did for fun?
To build a model of Stone Hedge?
To explore how rocks are formed?

What was living in Britain like in the
Stone-age & Iron Age?

Can I discover what life was like in the Stone and Iron
Ages?
Can I summarise the changes to daily life from the
Stone Age to the Iron Age?
Can I discover and explain how fossils are made?
Can I discover what early man believed about God?
Can I design and make my own prehistoric art?

Computing
We are bug fixers

To find out about animation
software and how it is used
To create an animation using
the correct programming
software
To improve the details and
quality of my animation
To reflect on my animation
and discuss how it could be
improved next time

SMSC

To discover what Neolithic Britons believed about God
To compare what different religions believe about God
To discuss my own ideas about God

